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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
FACULTY SENATE MEETING
March 8, 1988

(Summarized Minutes)
The March 8, 1988 meeting of the UNM Faculty Senate was called to order by
President Jack Omdahl at 3:30 p.m. in the Kiva.
Senators Present: Seymour Alpert (A&S), Andrew Burgess (A&S), Carl Cords
(Med), Stephen Dent (Arch & Plng), Cecilia Fenoglio-Preiser (Med), Garrett
Flickinger (Law), Douglas George (Fine Arts), Shyam Gurbaxani (Engr), Mary
Ellen Hanson (Lib), Mary Harris (Educ), Richard Harris (A&S), William
Hladik (Pharm), George Hozier (Mgt), George Huaco, (A&S), Kenneth Jun ling
(Engr), Walter Kyner (A&S), Lawrence Lynch (A&S), Wayne Maes (Educ), Clara
Miera (Dental Prgm), Jack Omdahl (Med), William Orrison (Med) George
Peters, (A&S), Linda Saland (Med), Sandra Schwanberg (Nursing), Jerome
Shea (U.Col), Jane Slaughter (A&S), Priscilla Smith (Gallup), Richard Van
Dongen (Educ), Donald vichick (Med), and Melvin Yazawa (A&S).
Absent: Alonzo Atencio (Med), Greg Franchini (Med), and Leonard Stitelman
(Public Ad).
Change in Agenda. President Omdahl said that the Long Range Planning
Committee has asked that its report be deferred until a l ater date, however ,
the Athletic Council is prepared to make an interim report today. He asked
the Senate to consent to changing the agenda so that Professor Beulah Woodfin,
Chair of the Athletic council, could make a report immediately after Item 4.
The Senate consented to this change.
M'
~nutes
of February 9, 1988.
distributed.

The minutes of February 9, 1988 were approved as

~nate President's Report. President Omdahl said that some Senators met on
February 18 to discuss the budgeting process, how the faculty compensat ion
Package might be addressed and what quality of life issues are important to
faculty. The group felt t~at the compensation package should be divided
equally among cost of living increase, merit determined by.facu:ty
PrOductivity and performance over the past five years, merit adJ~stment to
take into consideration inequities that now exist, and market adJu~tme~t.
~Ost important quality of life factors were faculty travel and media.aid;
increase in number of graduate and teaching assistants; and secretarial help
or the opportunity to purchase a personal computer at a r:duce~ cost. _several
days after this meeting the Senate Budget committee met with vice Presidents
Garcia and Mc Kinney to share similar thoughts about the compensation package.

- 1-
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In conclusion President Omdahl said that the Operations Committee will
schedule various Senate Committees to give reports to the Senate. He asked
Senators to let the Operations Committee know of interest in specific
committees.

Announcements from the Floor. Dr. John Koenig, Director of Athletics, will
address the Senate at its April meeting.
The Operations Committee will present a five-year plan for the evaluation
of administrators.

Policy Statement re University Archives. Joanne Colley, University Archivist,
told the Senate that the Board of Regents approved the establishment of a
University Archives Department in 1983. A policy statement was submi ed ·n
1985 and was approved in principal with the agreement that it would b revis d
and resubmitted to the Board. The revised policy statement is includ din th
agenda and is brought to the Senate for input. The Archives Department is
located in Zimmerman Library, however, funding is provided by the Academic
Affairs office. The function of the Deparment is to evaluate, collect,
organize, describe, preserve and make available those records de m d of
historical, legal, fiscal, and/or administrative value to the Univ rsity.
It was suggested that the second sentence in the fourth paragraph of the
policy statement be revised to read "Final authority to withhold approval of
any such action shall rest with the University Archivist who shall withhold
such approval unless or until she or he is satisfied that the records hav no
permanent value."
With this minor change the policy statement was accepted.
The entire policy statement follows:
POLICY STATEMENT
GOVERNING THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE
UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO ARCHIVES
The University Archives Department was established to formalize the
collection and preservation of documentation which reflects the history of
teaching, research and service at the university of New Mexico. Its
mission is to promote knowledge and understanding of the origins,
development , and goals of the university and to serve as a resource for
research and scholarship. The Archives also provides.a.safe, controlled
environment for permanently valuable records . Its in1t1al development
~oincides with preparations to celebrate the 100th bi:thday o the
institution, so that the identification and preservation of historical
records is now particularly important .

7

Decisions regarding the permanent value of a record a:e gov :ned in par
by the statutes of the state of New Mexico.
In compliance with nd in
support of those statutes , the University Archives works closel~ ~ith h
UNM Records Management Center , which is the central st~r~ge fac1l1ty for
all u ·
.
,
be
t ·ned for a limited numb r f
niversity records required to
re a 1
.
.
Years . In order to insure that the University complies with state l w,
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the following statement shall govern the disposition of University records,
effective immediately:
~ith r:spect to all officers and employees of the University,
1nclud1ng members of the faculty, the following records, as defined
statute, are to be considered University property: those produce in
the transaction of official University business, including ut not
limited to primary mission records, official administrative
correspondence, legal opinions, annual and biennial reports,
statements of policy, rules, regulations and standards, planning
documents, minutes of meetings, personnel files, official memos and
subject files, campus newspapers and other official University
publications; in short, any material bearing upon the activities and
functions of the University in the transaction of official busin ss
becomes the property of the University. Formats may include pap r
documentation, computer disks, tapes, maps, films video and audio
cassettes, drawings plans and architectural materials and oth
similar documents.
These records may not be permanently removed from the University nor
destroyed except upon prior approval of the University Archivist.
Final authority to withhold approval of any such action shall r st
with the University Archivist who shall withhold such approval unl s
or until she or he is satisfied that the records have no permanent
value. The Archivist's decision will be based upon state law
governing the retention and disposition of institutional records and
upon the status of existing records.
The University Archives Deparfent will solicit appropriate persona
papers, research, publications, and manuscript materials of the
University faculty and staff; however, the disposition of these
materials will remain at the discretion of their creators.

!eport from the Athletic council. Professor Beulah Woodfin, Chair of the
Athletic Council, told the senate that the Council was concerned b cause it
was bypassed when two task forces were established this year to recommend
Policy to the new Athletic Director. However, she said it was difficult to
push these concerns because two meetings of the Council could not be convened
because of lack of a quorum.
The Council approved a drug testing policy for student athletes and it is
believed that the policy now in place is one of the best in the nation as we ll
as one of the most legally acceptable.
One of the principal charges of the council is to monitor the academic
Progress of student athletes and to assemble ten-year statistics on th .
Progress of athletes toward degrees. statistics available to the Council are
now one year beh' d
d r to monitor progress toward degrees, Professor
W
in • I n or e
. d. .
1 t d t
OOdfin said that she thought the council should look at in 1v1 ua s u ~n
~ecords as well as the statistics. From data available at the present.time,
it ~uld seem that a small number of athletes are taking too ma~y phy~ical .
activity courses, however, there is no way to control a students reg1strat1on
or a change 1·
h d
The question is whether or not there should be
n c 1 ass sc e u 1 e .
h
t d t
a P0licy for student athletes only which would require that t es u en
-3-
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athlete maintain enrollment in a minimum number of course hours which would h
acceptable toward a degree. The Council will consider this question at its
next meeting.
The Council is also charged with overseeing the physical well-heino of the
student athlete and is currently evaluating a proposal by the Universit of
New Mexico Hospital to provide a comprehensive program of physical car which
would include counseling as well as the treatment of sports-r lated injuries.
The Council will present a final report to the Senate at a later dat.
Address by President Gerald W. z.1ay. President May said that deans, chair~ and
the Senate Operations Committe~ have been involved in the budaet proc ss this
year. The most positive thing which came out of the recent legislativ
session to affect the budget was that the land and permanent fund inco~ wa
returned to the University. Historically the income from th trust lands h
d
been used for the maintenance of the physical plant. Formula chanaes a
by the legislature will also mean additional revenues to the Univer i y.
legislature this year did not take credit for tuition increas s a
he
underqraduate level . This means that any increase wills ay wi h he
institution, however, if the tuition is increased, he eqisla ur s id ha
the revenue must he used for faculty compensation.
The administration will recommend to the Regents a tuition incr a
of
$120 a year for undergraduates and will also recommend a compensati n
for faculty and staff with a 3% increase for base level adjus m n and
1-1 1/2% for rectifying existing inequities, with an additiona amount o e
given to those units where the biagest market discrepancies xis· ~ ipen ~
for GA's and TA's, faculty travel funds, supplies and expense accounts, and
funds for library acquisitions will be increased. High priori Yon h li
of building renovation is given to Mitchell Hall which will b
artially
remodeled this summer .
Senator Seymour Alpert asked President ~ay if the salary arned Y Vic
President Jones, who has resigned from the University, could b: return
t
the University if the position presently occupied by Vice Pres1den~ Jones w re
kept vacant . The President replied that the position of Vice President for
Administration and Student Affairs is a most important one and canno b 1 t
vac~nt . Senator Alpert also asked what fraction of the s~ms wh'ch ~ere
available for salary increases would go into such categories as m~r~ ,
compaction and market factors . President May said that those decisions would
he made by the vice presidents and deans .
i
Af ter the President's budget repor t , C alculations hased on h . re
.
that tate supported " Instructional" funds should not he allowed o sl in into
the "General" category of the "I . & G. " budget were presente. by.Prof ss r
Gurbaxani of the Senate Budget Review committee . Thus, aopl1cat1on of he
1987-88 budget ratio of "I"/"I . & G. " to $78 . 1~ vields $59 for "I" (for
1988-89) _ _ .
.
f $ 4 2M The tuition increase of 2 (the
1 . e . , an increase o
• •
d
uggested) along with $1 3M (from the unexpected windfall of Land an
Permanent Fund) would ma~e $7 . SM for the Instructional ca eqor~ . Tha would
amount to well over a 10% salary increase as against the
i JUS pr sen e
by the President . President May could not shed any more_11aht exc p to note
that th
ted am et1ng to r sen his
e numbers seemed reasonable . He sugges
calculati ons .

4:
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This year uni' t s wi·11 b e allowed to carry over budget surplus to thP n-ext
fiscal year. It is hoped that, with good budget management by all units, no
deficits will have to be carried over .
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President May concluded his remarks by saying that the administration is
trying to set a more timely schedule for budget planni g particularly in th
area of capital improvements and that the present budget is better than was
anticipated. Priorities for next year are to support th quality of the
classroom, to support students, to contjnue to recruit good stunen s, and to
support the faculty and staff as much as possible with a competi iv
compensation package .
Items from the Curricula Committee . Upon recommendation bv Prof ssor n~vid
Null, Chair of the Curricula Committee, the Senate approved (1) a ne minor in
Italian Studies; (2) changing the A.A . S. in r,,tedical Laboratory Tee nology o
A. S. in MLT at the Gallup Branch; and (3) creation of A. A.S. in Ceneral
Studies at the Los Alamos Branch . Requests from he Valencia ranch for he
creation of A. A.S. in Computer Application Technology, A. A. S. in ConR rue ion
Technology and A.A.S. in Real Estate were tabled until budg t imnlication
rP
clarified and the relationship of these proorams with courses offer d a T-VT
is studied .
Administrative Review Procedures . Senator Mary Harris, for the Oper tions
Committee , said that the Administrative Review Procedures (pr'nted in th
agenda) had been revised to reflect current titles of adminis rators and tha
the names of specific individuals had been removed . The focus of ar 2 w ~
changed to "make recommendations for strengthening the effec iven ss of he
administrator and the office" rather than to request a recommenda ion
indicating whether the person should be terminated or should be continu d n
the position . A subs tant ive change in Part 3 requires that "Each
administrator being evaluated will submit a position description and
self- evalua t ion of the position he/she occupies . " The spec if ic schedu e for
review of administrator s was deleted, however, recommendation is ~ade for an
overall scheduling process . It is assumed that more evaluations w·11 he
conducted i n the future and it is hoped that regular annual valuations will
become a part of the administrative process .
·
words to Part 2 "The Commit
An amendment was made to add the following
may also recommend further s t udy as to whether the office shou d e
cot'
n inued ." The amendment failed to carry .
An amendment wa s appr oved to add t e sentence "Where appropria e s~a:f,
students , alumni , and community members should be included in the com
"
after the fi r st sentence i n Part 6 b . The document was then a proved a~
amended .
The Senat e t hanked the Operations Commit ee for clarifying these
oroc edur es .
~ulty Membership ~n Facul t y Sena t e committees . Senator Garrett F~i~kinq r
for the Sena t e Operations Committee said that recently several inqu1r:e
ave
heen received regard ing eligibilit y of d ans, associat dean aind ass~
n
dean
a·
committees . Snee cr1
for membe r ship o n Faculty Sena te St an ing
- 5-
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for certain committees specify that deans and other administrative officers
will be ex-officio members , the Operations Committee believes it would be
inappropriate to consider deans (including associate deans and assistant
deans) as faculty eligible for committee membership. Faculty ~embership
should be limited to those voting faculty who are full-time teaching faculty
or department chairs. It was pointed out that directors will remain eligible
for membership because there are so many different kinds of director s it would
be difficult to specify which should he excluded.
The Senate approved the clarification of faculty membership on Facu]ty
Senate Committees as presented.
English Writing Proficiency Requirements. Professor David Kauffman, chair of
the Undergraduate Committee, said that the conunittee has reviewed the present
policy regarding writing proficiency requirements and has found that there i .
a wide range of requirements among the various colleqes, schools and programs.
The Undergraduate Committee believes that the policy should be uniformly
administered throughout all programs and submits the followinq revised po1icy:
Minimum proficiency in English writing, as required for baccalaureate
degrees by action of the Faculty Senate, December 14, 1982, shall he
demonstrated by:
1.

2.

3.

Passing English 102 at UNM with a grade of C- or higher.
or
Transferring acceptable credit from a regionally accredited
institution for a second-semester English writing course equivalent to
English 102.
or
Scoring sufficiently high on the verbal part of accepted entrance
examinations (25 ACT, 570 SAT).

The revised policy has been endorsed by the Und~rgraduate Commit~ee, the
Admissions and Registration Committee and the Council of Deans~ _I~ is
understood that enforcement of this policy will be the responsibility of all
academic units and the Office of Admissions and Records . In particular, it
will be the responsibility of the Office of Admissions and Records to work
with the Department of English in assessing the equivalency of transfer
courses . It is further understood that any students who passed Enqlish.102
with a qrade of c or better prior to 1980 are considered to have met this
minimum proficiency requirement .
The Senate approved the revised policy as presented.
£9mpensation for Administrators . Senator Stephen Dent said that ~n February
the Senate had requested that President May address certain quest:ons a~ut
salaries of administrators; however, those concerns were not mentioned in_ he
remarks tod
ill probably be considered before the April
.
.
ay . 5 1nce sa 1 ar1es w
.
t'o
Senate meeting he moved that the Senate adopt the following reso u in:

- 6-
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Whereas, the administrative officers of this University are compensated
quite well according to national norms (Arkansas study);
Be it r~solved that the Faculty Senate hereby requests that the University
demonstrate great restraint in the awarding of salary increases at the
administrative level in order to foster the spirit of cooperation
between the faculty and administration of this institution.
The Senate adopted the resolution .
The meeting adjourned at 5:55 p . m.

Respectfully submitted,

-7-
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SUBJECT·

Policy statement governing t he establishment of t he Un i v ersity
of New Mexico Archives Depar tment .

REOUESTEO ACTION:

Appr oval of t h e s ubmitted document .

BACKGROUND /NFORt1AT/ON·

The esta bl ishment of a University Arch i ves
Department was approved by the Board of Regents in 1983 , and a policy statement
regarding the r etention of permanent University records was pres ented to the
Board of Regen ts in 1985. This docume n t was approv ed in princ i pal w.ith t he
agreement that i t would be r evis ed and be resubmitted to the Board o f Regents .
The revi sed document is now before you . Mo r e specif i c infor ma t i on about what
the Ar chives collects wil l be available a t the meeting .
This policy statement has been recei ved and approved by the Coun c i l of
Department Heads ( General Library) , t h e Archiv es Advisory Committee , and the
Records Management Department . It ha s been s ubmitted to t h e Academi c Fr eedom
and Tenure Conunittee for r eview , a s well a s to t h is committee .

POLICY STATEMENT
GOVERNING THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE
UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO ARCHIVES

The University Archives Department was established to
formalize the collection and preservation of documentation
which reflects the history of teaching, research and
service at the University of New Mexico .
Its mission is t o
promote knowledge and understanding of the origins,
development, and goals of the University and to serve as a
resource for research and scholarship. The Archives also
provides a safe, controlled environment for permanently
valuable records.
Its initial development coincides with
preparations to celebrate the 100th birthday of the
institution, so that the identification and preservation of
historical records is now particularly important.
Decisions regarding the permanent value of a record are
governed in part by the statutes of the state of New
Mexico .
In compliance with and in support of those
statutes, the University Archives works closely with the
UNM Records Management Center , which is the central storag e
facility for all university records required to be retained
fo~ a l~mited number of years.
In order to in~ure that the
University complies with state law, the following statement
shall govern the disposition of University records,
effective immediately:
With respect to all officers and employees of the
University, including members of the faculty, ~he following
re~ords, as defined by statute, are to be considered.
Uni~e:sity property:
those produced.in the trans~c~ion of
of~icial University business, includi~g.but n~t limited to
Primary mission records official administrative
correspondence, legal opinions, annual and biennial
reports, statements of policy, rules, regulati~ns and
standards planning documents minutes of meetings,
I
Personnel I files official memos
and subject f'i 1 es, campus
newspapers and ~ther official University publications; in
short, any material bearing upon the activi~ies and
. .
functions of the University in the transaction of off1c1al
busi~ess becomes the property of the Univer~ity . Formats
may include paper documentation, computer di~ks, tapes,
maps, films video and audio cassettes, drawings, plans and
architectur;l materials and other similar documents.

-8-
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These records may not be permanently removed from the
University nor destroyed except upon prior appro val of the
University Archivist.
Final authority to withhold approv al
of any such action shall rest with the University Archi vist"w!-i o sh \\
unt i 1 she or he is satisfied that the records have no
w. hhoi,l J-c:.I, ....f •1~
permanent value.
The Archivist's decision will be based u..."'\--.., 5 ~ l', -,,
fi"'
upon state laws governing the retention and disposition of
institutional records and upon the status of existing
records.
The University Archives Department will solicit
appropriate personal papers, research, publications, and
manuscript materials of the University faculty and staff;
however, the disposition of these materials will remain at
the discretion of their creators.

- 9-
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DESCR IPT ION OF SPECIFIC TYPES OF RECORDS
OF PERMANENT VALUE TO THE UN IVERSIT Y
These are examples and are not meant to represent a n
inclusive list.
Correspondence
relating to policy, procedures, planning
relating to general administration
concerning gifts, bequests, wills
dealing with special equipment (scientific, etc. )
concerning bui l dings
correspondence relating to sale and remova l of
correspondence relating to building inspection
correspondence relating to construction of
construction contracts
report of space utilization
concerning endowment and property
relating to changes in curriculum
Statistics
Annual, biennial reports
Policy statements
Reports from the office of the President, Vice Presidents,
Deans' Offices, etc.
Report of the Board of Regents
Minutes and memos used to keep people apprised of policies
and procedures
General information concerning scholarships and awards
Reports on courses proposed by departments and s chool s
Report on cost per student per credit hour
Studen t / teacher ratio report
University Committees
minute s, correspondence relating to pol~cy and
Procedure , stateme nts, reports, supporting data
Uni~ersi t y Councils
minutes , correspon d ence relatl·ng to policy and procedure,
repo rts
Cour se Catalogues
Newsletters

289

290

Calendars of special events
Faculty handbooks
Schedules . of classes
Staff directories
Planning documents
Subject files
The University Archives will solicit appropriate persona l
papers, research, publications and manuscript materials
from the University faculty, administration and staff;
however, the disposal of these materials will remain at the
discretion of their creators.

-1 1-
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STATE LAW REQUIRES
THESE RECORDS BE RETAINED PERMANENTLY

2
PERMANENT RECORDS

GENERAL

Educational Retirement Board
Transcripts
Scholarship Fund files
-guidelines specified
.in donations
Legal Opinion files
Student Organization files
-organization charters
and constitutions
Bond registers
Alumni Office ·
-Homecoming files·
reports, plans,
pictures, etc.
Public Information Office
-News releases, news data,
news clippings on faculty,
student , departments, Univer sity-related matters .
Athletic Department
-Spor ts Information files
newsclippings , pictures

55 years
100 years

Permanent
Permanent
Permanent
Permanent
Retain 2 years .
Transfer to
Archives for
r eview .
Retain 2 years.
Transfer to
Archives for
review .
Retain 2
Transfer
Archives
review.
Retain 2
Transfer
Archives
re view .

Alumni Letterman files
-documentation, awards

years .
to
for
years .
to
for

PERMANENT RECORDS -- PERSONNEL

55 years after
Personnel file
termination or
-includes but 1s not restricted
r etirement .
to Pe rsonnel Action Requests,
salary adjustment notices, employee payroll information sheets, correspondence (including disciplinary
action , commendations, recommendat ions , )
~erformance e v aluations, applicatio~s~
Job descriptions, test grades. cert~f1cates , resumes, transcripts, disclaimers .
Table of organizational listing
Permanent
- (TOOL 's month ly printout)
P
shows ind e x of organizational units
Permanent
etsonnel Office memoranda
(Some records although not designated for permanent
retentio n, d o ' require review by the Archivist befor
are destroyed.)

- 2-
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PERMANENT RECORDS -- ADMINISTRATIVE

292
Primary mission records
Corresponden ce
- Admi n is tra ti ve
correspondence and memor andums
which concern policy and/ or
operations
Annual and biennial reports
Minutes of meetings
-of policy making bodies , including
boards and commissions
Publicity, promotion, public information
- press releases, speeches, biographies
of department officials , etc .
Photographs
-prints, negatives, slides
Administrative rules
- rules, regulations, standards,
orders, statements of policy,
ame ndments .
Deeds, plats, drawings, plans, and
blueprints

- 13-

Permane nt
Retain 2 years .
Transfer to
Arc hiv es for
review.
Permanent
Perman e nt
Retai n 4 years .
Transfer to
Archi ves for
review.
Retain 4 years .
Transfer to
Ar chives for
r e view .
Permanent

Permanent

..._.......- -- -~-

,.

.

-.

"'

.

.

UNM FACULTY SENATE

SUBJECT:

Six Form Cs for new programs / degrees

REOUESTEO ACTION:

293

Approval by t he Faculty Senate

BACKGROUND INFOR/1ATION:
1)

Modern & Classical Langauges New Minor in Italian Studies: this requires no new courses or faculty ; it
is pulling together existing courses into a coherent course of study, much
along the lines of our minors in Russian Studies , Asian Studies, Peace Studies,
etc.

2)

Gallup Campus Change the Associate of Applied Science in Medical Laboratory Technology
to an Associate of Science in MLT . The program already meets the standards
for an AS , and making the program into an AS would make it easier for
students to transfer from the two- year program into a four - year program.

3) Los Alamos Campus Create an AAS in General Studies . The degree already exists on the Gallup
and Valencia Campuses . · 10s Alamos is asking to adopt the degree with minor
changes .
4) Valencia Campus Create an AAS in Computer Application Technology . Valencia is changing
their computer science program into a course of study more focused on software
applicat ions .
Create an AAS in Construction Technology . This new degree would focus
on computer-aided drafting and cons t ruction management . Much of the
program is intended to be transferable to the Construction Management
program in the College of Engineering at the main campus .

•

\
'
Create an AAS in Real
Es t ate .
Valencia was asked t o creat e t his program
by the Valencia Count y Real Estate Owners . It is part of a state- wide
effort t o establish real estate pr ograms at community colleges in New Mexico .

- 14-

FORMC

UNIT PREP ARES IN TRIPLICATE
Routing (All three copies)
Dean of Library Services
College Curriculum Comm. if necessary
College or School Faculty
College or School Dean
FS Undergraduate Academic Affairs
Comm. and/or FS Graduate Comm.
Office of Graduate Studies (For grad.
level changes)
FS Curricula Committee
Provost
Faculty Senate
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MAJOR AND MINOR CURRICULAR CHANGES
v'l.

2.

~ate: __Ma_y_6_,_1_9_8_7_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

v3.

Unit: Modern and Classical Langs.

.A.
5.

(Italian)

(Dept., Div., Prog. )

6.
7.
8.
9.
I. Major Change

Degree

New

Major

New

Minor

New

Concentration

New

Revision of
existing degree
Revision of
existing major
Revision of
existing minor
Revision of
existing concentration

xx

Give exact title and requirements as they should appear in
sheets.
Minor in Itaian Studies:
24 hours of coursework distributed as
Italian language level; no fewer than
.
9
hours in Art History. See attached
II. Mmor Change

Deletion
Deletion
Deletion
Deletion

the catalog in the space provided or on attached
follows: 6 hours above the 275-276
9 hours in History; no fewer than
sheet for exact course offerings.

Minor name change of existing degree, major, minor, or concentration.
Minor program revision (3-5 hours)

~~asons for Request (attach extra sheets if necessary) 1. student interest; 2. ability to give credit
i n the form of a minor) to students pursuing already these courses; 3. to accommodate
i ;:wing numbers of students in Italian language and literature courses.
ective Date of Proposed Change:
Fall
,1_9_8_7__
B
Semester
Year
~.udgetary and Faculty Load Implications: (attach statements) None. All courses are infplase~ o new course s
,vught ti11· h
.
or _pro ess rr, riIDtirea.
If
s c ange impinge in any significant way on student or departmental programs? Ye s__ No _ _
Yes, have you resolved these issues with department involv~d?
J~a:!-~t~ment)
S1gnature:~
Approvals:

~ M Q . 0=-!

partme

air

Dean of Library Services_J.bc._S"~~~--------=c.,-------r-- Date: _ _ _ __ __ __

= 1LL.L.J.-L.:-'--"~=:..>.<::...J£..""'-'~~~
~ ~~~/
College Curricula Committee 1...&.c:~L,i!....../..&.-"'%:....=
-=-,f-:--- - Date :
( if necessary)
\
Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
College or School FacultY- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - -J-t-Date: _ __ __ __ _ _
College or School Dean+
7
Date: __q.. . ._-~z~.s_,,._-_
. ~____,7,,,___
FS Undergraduate Ac. A f f a i r ~ z d ~

/8.....:s-,:,r../_~~--~c---------:------

and/or FS Graduate Committee _ _ __ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Office of Graduate Studies ~ - - : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

FS Curricula C o ~ ~ '-;J<~
Provost

~-ill.- (~

Faculty Senate

· ~(

Date : _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
.,_

')?_-;,7

Date : ___c•.:..,?l'---",,'"""....>"'--..=co-=-c.--Date: ---'2.::..L./~.:..-4--L...L./e;::....,z,c.___

~ c c

-15-

Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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ITALIAN STUDIES: PROPOSED INTERDISCIPLINARY MINOR

Chair : C. Joost-Gaugier, Art
Advisory Committee:
M. Jane Slaughter, History
E . G. Salimbeni, Modern and Classical Languages
J . White, Arts and Sciences
PUR]?OSE :

This interdisciplinary minor intends to provide t h e
student with a broad background in Italian 8ulture throug h t h e
study of language, history, and art history . It is geared to
those who might seek careers in diplomacy, museu m or archi va l
work, international relations, or comparative literature or
' history .
REQUIREMENTS:

---·· -~.;:.,, 24 hours of course work distributed as .follows:
Language : at least 6 hours above the 275 - 276 level : availa bl e
as 307~ 308,~ 497. See also study-abroad options.
475_;\
..)

Certain offerings in Latin may also appl y , but mu st
be approved by the Advisory Committee and Chair .
History:

no fewer than 9 hours in the following:

308 :
314 :
323 :
346 :
428:

Modern European Society
Rome
Renaissance, 1300- 1520
Italy, 1815-present
European Intellectual History,
Enlightenment to 1860
429 : European Intellectual History,
1860-present
Readings courses or seminars,
subject
approval .

Art History:

to

committee

no fewer than 9 hours in the follo wing:

230 : Renaissance Art
453: Late Medieval and Early Renaissance Art in
Italy
454 : Art of the High Renaissance in Italy
240: Baroque Art
330: Studies in film (subject to committee appro v al )
428: Topics in film history (subject to co mmittee
approval)
261: Ancient and Medieval Aichi t ·ecture
262: Renaissance through Modern Architecture
429: (also honors 307: research techniques , Italian
topic)
Readings courses or seminars, subject to committee
approval .

fa

D,m ,

To,

Elinore M.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW ML'<ICO
5 March l 9 8 7

Barrett, Associate Dean, College of Arts and Sciences

'""' Elizabeth Gacd Salimbeni, Mod em, and Classical Languages
S~E~ Proposed Italian Studies Minor

~~\aY)liJ;vfo
-[

When I began teaching Italian in the fall of 1984, the courses offered
275-276, an accelerated language sequence. These two courses had
1 were
been -e: a u g h t fa 11 and s pr i n g s e me s t e rs f o r a t 1 e as t t e n ye a rs ( p e r h a p s
1longer ). Even though 307 {a literature survey) and 308 (formerly poetry,
· now twentieth-century literature) were in the catalogue, the·y had not
been taught for some time. That fall I had students taking 111 credit
hours; the fall of 1985, 147; and the fall of 1986, 171.
Both the
275-276 and the 307-308 sequences are now offered regularly, as a result
of student
interest and request. Because of this increased student
interest in general, I put together the proposed Italian Studies Minor.
Specifically, I was prompted by the requests of several students for a
! coherent Italian program of some sort.

!

This proposed minor shows no drastic innovation. It is merely a pulling
together of courses
both available and pertinent to those students with
an interest in learning about one of the modern (i.e., post-Medieval)
· sources of western civilation. At least with a program, though, students
would receive credit for work done. Furthermore, students would be able
to apply for the many study-in-:Jfaly grants available usually to those
"pursuing either a major or a minor in Italian or Italian studies."
A minor degree or certification can be an incentive to draw students.
W~en I was an undergraduate, I had finished a major in Spanish peninsular
literature and was at work on one in history; my university offered me
the possibility of obtaining a minor in Latin American Studies. That
small recognition of and direction to my studies made me take more
courses in the field than I might other\.lise have done. (It also no doubt
contributed to my gaining a Fulbright to Argentina.)
' I anticipate low numbers in Italian Studies. I also anticipate the high
quality of student found already in tt:ie more advanced · Italian classes,
many of whom come from ' history, art and architecture. I suspect that
between 2 and 5 students · a year might opt for this minor.

.
I,

FORM C ~MAJOR AND MINOR CURRICULAR CHANGES
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.

September 25; 1987
Health Science Department

Medical Laboratory Technician Program
University of New Mexico-Gallup
200 College Road
Gallup, NM 87301
Major Change
Degree

New _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Major

New _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Minor

New _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Concentration

New - - - - - - - -

UNIT PREPARES IN TRIPLICATE
Routing (All three copies)
Dean of Library Services
College Curriculum Comm. if necessary
College or School Faculty
College or School Dean
FS Undergraduate Academic Affairs
Comm. and/or FS Graduate Comm.
Office of Graduate Studies (For grad.
level changes)
FS Curricula Committee
Provost
Faculty Senate

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.

XXX
Revision of _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
existing degree
Revision of _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
existing major
Revision of _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
existing minor
Revision of _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
existing concentration

Deletion _ _ _ _ _ __
Deletion _ _ _ _ _ __
Deletion _ _ _ _ _ __
Deletion _ _ _ _ _ __

Give exact title and requirements as they should appear in the catalog in the space provided or on attached
sheets.
·

Associate of Science Degree
II. Minor Change
Minor name change of existing degree, major, minor, or concentration.
Minor program revision (3-5 hours)

Career-Mobi 1 i ty and Funding
Documentation is provided to substantiate the need for a change in the degree
award by addressing the articulation with Weber State College ~SMT Program.
Effective Date of Proposed Change:
FALL
198 7
Reasons for Request (attach extra sheets if necessary)

B
Semester
Year
M~dgetary and Faculty Load Implications: (attach statements)
none
!fight this change impinge in any significant way on student or departmental programs? Yes__
Yes, have you resolved these issues with department involved?
~~ac~ statement)

Signature:

7~Jitf!a:__. 0 ~

Department Chair

Approvals: Dean of Library Services _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
College Curricula Committee _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
(if necessary)
College or School Faculty~ ~

Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

College or School Dean..JWJ--..zs.~~:a~~==--------------- Date:
Date:
FS Undergraduate A c . ~

L /z~

and/or FS Graduate Committee _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Office of Graduate Studies _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __
FS Curric!:\°mmittee

.ff!W: ~,._,.._,,

9,rJ ,2)

/ld

Faculty Senate _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Ullivel'Sit

Y ~~ New Mexico

-18-

No__.XXX

1of~µ7
;?- {

~

Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Date:

2 -,) ] -Jr

Date: :J, I/ 2- <f.-J ff"
Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ __

UHM GRLLIJP, HM

11: 56

[102
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THE UNIVERSITY Of NEW MEXICO-GALLUP CAMPU S
WIJ COLLEGE THJAL> a GALLUI ' , NbW l\1t:x11;(1 R7 .' IOI a TELEPHONE

50!> · 722·7221

December 10, 1987

TO : Dr . Ignacic1 Cordov.:1
!'ROM :

nr.

H.

rlP. Bruin

RE: Proposed chan~R in MLS program

This memo is to ver lry our conversation that the o nly change
requested in the Medlc~l Laboratory Science degree program is
Changing j ts ti Lle from" P..ssociaLe of Appl ied Science " to
Associate of Science . Tl1e L:uurse requirements r emain the same as in
thn original degree.
I am e ri c 1 o '.:; 1 n g a c o µ y u r L. 1·1 e L e t t e r f r om Ms . B a r b a r a r r i c k e ,
Direct.or rur Llie tvllS program on main campu s for your use .

- 19.,..; , J" "·, ,.,.. "..,.,., .. -.

1•1•."T1r :1 r111•1

r r o g r em
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES

PUB LIC H EAL TH SER VICE

Ml,T Program
Ga llup Ind ian Med ical Center
N 1zh on 1 Bou levard

P.o }B()XXlU{

Drawer L

Gallup. New Mex ico 87301

June 29, 1987

Torn Ray
UNM-G Registrar
200 College Road
Gallup, NM 87301
Dear Torn:
I am officially requesting a change in the name of the degree
award for the Medical Laboratory Technician Program. The present
award is the Associate of Applied Science but the academic core
better reflects the Associate of Science .
The comparison between the standard and the MLT course of study is:
Standard

(18)

a . at least 6 semester
hours in Conununication
b. at least 6 semester
hours in Arts & Humanities /
Social Sciences
c . at least 6 semester
hours in Mathematics/
Natural Sciences/
Behavioral Sciences

MLT Program

( 3 4)

English 101
any Engli s h above
101

( 3)

(3 )

Arts & Humanitie s
electiv e

( 3)

Social Science electiv e

(3)

any Math 121 or above

( 3)

any Chemistry 101 or
above (two courses)

( 8)

any Biology 101 or
above (two courses)

(8)

Behavioral Science
elective

(3)

The program aiso provides an avenue for career - mobility at 4-year
institutions for a Bachelors Degree in Medica l Technology.
I
submit a letter to substantiate the claim .
Thank you for your time and attention to this request .
Sincerely,
/)

);f,i,e{Jj,,,tr._, LI. d/-f1~7'L
Priscilla A. Smith
Director, MLT Program

-r -

1·· ,

-

II
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f(tCE\VED

U NM

I

II

I

I:
II

NOV 1 :~ 1S87

The • •

University of New Mexico

Vi ~E PRESHJ£NT FOR

ACADEMrC AFFAIRS

MEDICAL LABORATORY SCIENCES
Medical Center Bldg. #4
Albuquerque, NM 87131

I
I

"II

Telephone (505) 277-5434

I

II

I

II

October 23,

i

1987
'

i

I

Priscilla A . Smith
Director, MLT Program
Gallup Indian Medi cal Center
Nizhoni Boulevard
P. 0. Drawer t_
Gallup, NM
87301

i
I
11

I

I
I

I

I

Dear Priscilla :

r

I
11
I

I

I

I

'

1,

I

I
I

The Medical Techno logy Progi-am at UNM 1s not a 3 +
have had a 2~ + 1~ format since 1981 .

1 format .

I

He

1,

I

,,

I

I

II

I

Currently, a MLT graduate from UNM-Gallup Branch, who transfer to
UNM in Albuquerque, would hav e prereq ui site courses to co mpl ete
prior to making application to the MT Program at UNM .
The a mo unt
of prerequisite courses need ed depe nds on the courses taken in the
MLT curriculum and if an y oth er additional college courses were
taken .
LJNM-Gallup Branch offers all of the MT Program prerequisite
courses except three courses .
These three cou r ses a re two advanced
biology cour ses and one chemistry course.
A copy of the MT
curriculum 1s enclosed .
The courses checked are available at
UNM-Gallup and the three not availab le are numbered .

ii
I

I
11,
:1

!!

:·

•·

I

;
I

I
I

.....

11

If you need additional information abo u t the articulation of MLT
students into the Medical Technology Program, please contact me .

ii

I!

~:~J:Vi,)
Barbara Fricke , M. S ., MT(ASCP), CLS
Program Director,
Medical Laboratory Sciences

•'

Ii

.,

Ii
It

I

'

[

Ii
II

i

Ii

sd

! ,,

l

enclosure

I

I

II
I

i

I
I

I:

II
1,

I

--

l

I

I

FORMC
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Date:_1_1:..--/1_7....;./_8_7_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Unit:

UNIT PREP ARES IN TRIP LICATE
Routing (All three copies)
Dean of Library Services
College Curriculum Comm. if necessary
College or School Faculty
College or School Dean
FS Undergraduate Academic Affairs
Comm. and/or FS Graduate Comm.
Office of Graduate Studies (For grad.
level changes)
FS Curricula Committee
Provost
Faculty Senate

301

MAJOR AND MINOR CURRICULAR CHANGES

UNM-Los Alamos
(Dept., Div., Prog.)

6.
7.
8.
9.
I. Major Change

Degree

New

Major

New

Minor

New

Concentration

New

Revision of
existing degree
Revision of
existing major
Revision of
existing minor
Revision of
existing concentration

X

Deletion
Deletion
Deletion
Deletion

Give exact title and requirements as they should appear in the catalog in the space provided or on attached
sheets.
Associate of Applied Science in General Studies
This degree has already been approved for UNM-Gallup and UNM-Valencia. I am
requesting several minor changes to the existing program. Degree requirements
IL MinJroCh£tlie UNM-Los Alamos program are listed on the attached sheets.
Minor name change of existing degree, major, minor, or concentration.
Minor program revision (3-5 hours)

Reasons for Request (attach extra sheets if necessary)
See attached sheets

[988
Effective Date of Proposed Change: _ _ _S...:.p_r_i_n...:.g;____ _ _ _ _ _ __
Year
Semester
B
M~dgeta~y and Faculty Load Implications: (attach statements)
ight this change impinge in any significant way on student or departmental programs? Yes _ _ No_x_
If yes, have you resolved these issues with department involved?
(attach statement)
Signature: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Department Chair

Approvals: Dean of Library Services _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
College Curricula Committee _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
(if necessary)
College or School Faculty _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
College or School Dean

~~

Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Date:---+--+---~-Date: --'-<I{._.,../~·
I 1-r' ~/
Sf
'~ _

f

Date: _ _
7,_/z_7_-_._q_-S:?__._7_

FS Undergraduate Ac. A f f a i ~ ~
and/or FS Graduate Committee _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Office of Graduate Studi~s _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

~S ~Hnomm~ttee

XJ:r.=D 22 /f. .AJJ

0

~{_.£.-( I

Date:

:.? · 1 .< -!ft

Date:

2/2'{: / ?(

Faculty Senate _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Un.iversit
f
(lltVis d Y O New Mexico
e 6-1-81)

-22-

r,
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ASSOCIATE OF APPLIED SCIENCE IN GENERAL STUDIES

I,
I

Ii

I

This degree program has already been approved for UNM- Gallup .
Per operating agreement between branches, a branch can adopt a
degree program developed by another branch.
Attached is a copy
of the required memorandum that allows the adoption of a program .

Ii

I
I

11

11
II

I

11

Listed below are the requirements for the UNM-Los Alamos degree
in General Studies.
The changes to the Gallup degree program
include
1)

Art ( 3) to read Fine Arts (3)
Deletion
of
2
hrs.
of
Health / Physical
Education/Recreation
Add it ion of Language ( 3 )
Addition of Computer Scienc e/ Computer Technology (3)

2)

3)
4)

I

.i

I

11

I

!1
1,
I

Requirements for an Associate
Studies for UNM-Los Alamos

of

TOTAL NUMBER OF CREDIT HOURS

Applied

Science

in

General

"II

60 CREDITS

Ii

General Education Requirements
Fine Arts

I

1

Ii

3

1-

Behavioral Science/
Mathematics/ Natural
Science
Communications
(English 101, 102, 119,
219, or --£.peeeh)
(

(''11,·.-,\1

V\

9

I
i

'

11

i

I,

9

1

u,1t' r (\(ll.' ,>

Humanities
_ Social Sciences

tor {\~ r'\

;

3
3

1

1

Language

3
I

Computer Science/
Computer Technology

3

'

!

I

33 credits
§.g_neral Education Electives

10 hours
•

i

An Y course listed in the UNM-Los Alamos catalog that does not
have a suffix T and that is at the 101 level or above.

I

'

I
1.

'.

i

:
!
I

'

I

I

1....-

II

Additional Electives

303
17 hours

I

I
I

I

Any course l i sted in the UNM-Los Alamos Catalog at the 101 level
or above.
No Basic Ski ll s
this degree.

course

(English 100, Math 100)

II

i

can count toward
I

:
i

i
11 I

II
II

11

I
I

11

:
I

11

The. Associate of Applied Science Degree in General Studies is
designed to provide students with the opportunity to develop
programs of study not available through other UNM-Los Alamos
programs .
A student's program may reflect either specialized or
broad patterns of educational experience . Most general education
courses
articulate wi th many four-year college programs.
Students ma.y'use courses labeled with a suffix 'T' toward t his
degree as elective credits, but should be aware that these may
not articulate with four - year programs .
Students planning to
Pursue baccalaureate degrees should familiari z e themselves with
the requirements of transfer institutions.

II ,
I

11

I

.
11,

:

Ii

I

I

I
I

I

:
I

:

I

,,

,i

I

:

I
I

r•

'

!
I

FORM C
MAJOR AND MINOR C RRI

L R CHANGES
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

9/1/87
Date: _ _ _
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
UNM-Valencia
Unit: _________
_ _ _Campus
_ _ _ __ _ _ _

_;c.._

(Dept., Div., Prog.)

6.
7.
8.
9.
I.

1ajor Change

A.A . S .

Degree

V

Major

e

Minor

e

Concentration

ev

Computer ~:i
Technology

ii•

:e

UNIT PREPARES IN TRIPLICATE
Routing (All three copies)
Dean of Library Services
College Curriculum Comm. if necessary
College or School Faculty
College or School Dean
FS Undergraduate Academic Affairs
Comm. and/or FS Graduate Comm.
Office of Graduate Studies (For grad.
level changes)
FS Curricula Committee
Provost
Faculty Senate

Revision of
existing degree
Revision of
existing major
Revision of
existing minor
Revision of
existing concentration
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Deletion _ _ _ _ __
Deletion _ _ _ _ _ __
Deletion _ _ _ _ _ __
Deletion _ _ _ _ _ __

Give exac itle and requirements as they should appear in the catalog in the space provided or on attached
sheets. Please see the attached sheet.

II. Minor Change
Minor name change of

is ing degree, major, minor, or concentration.

Minor program revision (3-5 hour )

Reasons for Reques (a ach
ra shee s if necessary)
lll-~- VC is revamping its Computer Science program to focus on software applications rather
than on computer programming . This change is in response to UNM-VC's service area computer need i
Effective Date of Propo ed Chang _ _;S~pc:.;r::..:1.::..:·n::..i.gi....:1::..:9:....:8:....:8'--------Year
'B
Semester
udgetary and Fa ult Load Implications: (attach statements)
None
X
Might this change imping in an ignifican wa on student or departmental programs? Yes _ _ No _ _
If Yes, have you r ol ed the i u with department involv.ed?
~~~
Signature: ~

-

Department Chair

1 Approvals:

Dean of Library ervices

:l-11 :,) ~I )a..,1., ~ _...--

Date:

I I - I 7-8"7

College Curricula Committee-1-..J---------------- Date:
(if n cessary)
11-1C,-i)
College or chool Faculty-~ .J---...:..:..--1-1-- #i1'-- - - - - - - - - Date:
College or chool D an-~~~~12..ke.~t:C,~~~- r - - - - - - - Date:

II- ~-tz

Date: 12-r
and/or FS Graduat Committee _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

'£-?

Date:
Date :
Date :
Date:
Date :

-25-

2 ..1-.Yr
;;i Jz ·I Ii·S
I
'
)

,< -

3
PROPOSED
UNM- VC
Associate of Applied Science
COMPUTER~ TECH OLOGY
~

(AASCZT)
A

p. rf \i '-' , ~

The AASC/T trains the student to become an "expert user" of sta e-of-th -ar
compu ter science software. In addition, it provides an introduction o
business and programming concepts so that the graduate can be readily
employed in either the private or public sector of the economy .
Specific Requirements
1) A minimum of 60 credit hours of which 15 credit hours must b
completed in residence at UNM-VC with a minimum GPA of 2 . 0 ove rall and
a minimum GPA of 2.0 in the Computer Science Technology cor .
2) Communication Skills (9 credit hours)
ENGL 101 Writing with Readings in Exposition (3)
ENGL 102 Analytic Writing (3)
ENGL 219 Technical Writing (3)
3) Arts/Humanities / Social Sciences (6 credit hours)
4) Natural/Behavioral Sciences / Mathematics
(6 credit hours)
Math 120 Intermediate Algebra (3)
Math 145 Intro to Probability & Statistics (3)
5) Management (6 credit hours)
MGT 113 Management : An Introduction (3)
6) Computer ~ie,nce Tech Core (2 1-25 credit hours)
(AT -ES 120T Intro to Microcomputers (3)
(A1 CS 121T Electr onic Spreadsheeting Applications (3)
(A1 BS 122T Database Applications (3)
(A''i es 125T Microcomputer Setup & Maintenance (2)
Cf\ 1 es 221T Advanced Electronic Spreadsheeting
Applications (3)
1
c/1 €£ 222T Advanced Database Applications (3)
Cfa1 "t"S 290T Project (1- 4)
Computer -S.::isne-e programming elective (3)
7) Business Technology/Computer Science /
Construction Technology electives (12 credit hours )
B) No Basic Skills courses ( e.g . , ENGL OlOT or 100) may
be accepted toward the required 60 credit hours for
graduation .
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FORMC
MAJOR AND MINOR CURRICULAR CHANGES

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

9/1/87 ·

6.
7.
8.
9.
I. Major Change

Degree

New

Major

New

Minor

New

Concentration

New

t-A.
S.
.
onstruction
Technology

UNIT PREP ARES IN TRIPLICATE
Routing (All three copies)
Dean of Library Services
College Curriculum Comm. if necessary
College or School Faculty
College or School Dean
FS Undergraduate Academic Affairs
Comm. and/or FS Graduate Comm.
Office of Graduate Studies (For grad.
level changes)
FS Curricula Committee
Provost
Faculty Senate
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Revision of
existing degree
Revision of
existing major
Revision of
existing minor
Revision of
existing concentration

Deletion
Deletion
Deletion
Deletion

Give exact title and requirements as they should appear in the catalog in the space provided or on attached
sheets. Please see the attached sheet.
.

II. Minor Change
Minor name change of existing degree, major, minor, or concentration.
Minor program revision ( 3-5 hours)

Reasons for Request (attach extra sheets if necessary) UNM-VC is revamping its Construction Technology
program to focus on Computer Aided Drafting and Construction ~anagement, rather than on
0 1a~/adobe technology.
1988
ffective Date of Proposed Change: ___S_!pe-r_i_·n__:g='.-.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

f

Semester

Year

B~dgetary and Faculty Load Implications: (attach statements)
None
Might this change impinge in any significant way on student or departmental programs? Yes _ _
If Yes, have you resolved these issues with department involved?
~~t~ph sx:tement)
Signature:

No_x_

]9-c-./,g,v1('f/f£J.,~~=Department Chair

/-+o/-"-&--=-?_ _
Approvals: Dean of Library Services_--1;~~
·~-CJ,L....!t,~,,J.~~:'.'..::...~=:..""'1-=------- - Date:~/_,_/L..;._
I
Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
College Curricula Committee--/.+----------------(if necessary)
College or School Faculty _.,,e-.J.-_.:__ _ _ : : . . . : _ V - 1 - ~ - - - - - - - - - Date: Jt-,q-~7
College or School Dean_f.L~'.4i:~4.~s..J..U-~::;:::..,,-------- Date: _/1_,__--""-cfa_-{.........._7 _ _

Date: __,_/_2_--=-"t_-_£_7.,,___
and/or FS Graduate Committee _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Office of Graduate Studies _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
J}/t!/.i~c
ommittee
la

~

- _____:_ ;_(_)

~ j .,,,{)

/<.

/l"",,(,

f

0..-e.-'-/2 Jcy,i~

Faculty Se ate _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Un!vel"Sit
- 2 7llevu d Y of New Mexico
e

6·1·81

Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Date: ) Date:

J

.d

· / 2-tf/ ~ ,,

Date: _ _ _ __ _ _ __
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PROPOSED
UNM- VC
Associate of Applied Science
CONSTRUCTION TECHNOLOGY
(AASCT)
The AASCT is designed to prepare graduates for either a technical career in
Computer Aided Drafting or a business career in Construction Management .
Much of the AASCT can also be transferred to the four - year degree program in
Construction Management at the Co llege of Engineering at UNM .
Specific Requirements
1) A minimum of 60 credit hours of which at least 15 credit hours mus t be
completed in residence at UNM- VC with a minimum GPA of 2 . 0 overall
and a minimum GPA of 2 . 0 in one of the two Construction Technology
options .
2) Communication Skills (9 credit hours)
ENGL 101 Writing with Readings in Exposition (3)
ENGL 102 Analytic Writing ( 3)
ENGL 219 Technical Writing (3)
3) Ma thematics (6 credit hours)
MATH 121 College Algebra (3)
MATH 145 Intro to Probability & Statistics (3)
4) Natural/Behavioral Sciences (11 credit hou rs )
CHEM 1211 General Chemistry (4)
PHYSICS 151 General Physics (3)
PHYSICS 153L General Physics Lab (1)
PSYCH 101 General Psychology (3)
5) Social Sciences/Humanities (6 credit hours)
ECON 200 Principles & Problems (3)
ECON 201 Principles of Economics (3)
6) Computer Science (6 credit hours)
e,/\1.e-5' 120T Intro to Microcomputers (3)
~ i4"{'.£S 121T Electronic Spreadsheeting Applications (3)
OR
cJ1e-5" 1 22T Database Applications (3)
7) Construction Te chnology Options (22 - 24 credit hours)
Computer Aided Drafting Option
CS 125T Microcomputer Setup & Maintenance (2)
CT 185T Intro to Architectural Drafting (4)
CT 195T Intro to Technical Drafting (4)
CT 250T Intro to Computer Aided Drafting (3)
CT 260T Intermediate Computer Aided Drafting (4)
CT 270T Advanced Computer Aided Drafting (4)
CT 295T Practicum (3)
Construction Management Option
MGT 101 Fundamentals of Accounting I (3)
BT 103T Fundamentals of Accounting I Lab (1)
BT 205T Business Math/Electronic Calculators (3)
BT 232T Intro to Small Business Management (3)
CT 140T Computer Aided Estimation (3)
CT 160T Job Scheduling/Costing (3)
Management or Construction Technology or Real Estate electives (6)
8) No Basic Skills courses ( e . g ., ENGL OlOT or 100) may b accepted
toward the 60 credit hours required for graduation .
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UNIT PREP ARES IN TRIPLICATE
Routing (All three copies)
1. Dean of Library Services
2. College Curriculum Comm. if necessary
3. · College' or School Faculty
4. College or School Dean
5. FS Undergraduate Academic Affairs
Comm. and/or FS Graduate Comm. ,
6. Office of Graduate Studies (For grad.
level changes)
7. FS Curricula Committee
8. Provost
9. Faculty Senate
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October 16, 1987

I. Major Change

Degree

New

Major

New

Minor

New

Concentration

New

A.A.

s.

in
Real Estate

Deletion

Revision of
existing degree
Revision of
existing major
Revision of
existing minor
Revision of
existing concentration

Deletion
Deletion
Deletion

Give exact title and requirements as they should appear in the catalog in the space provided or on attached
ilie~L
.
Please see the attached
sheet
#1.
I

IL Minor Change
Minor name change of existing degree, major, minor, or concentration.
Minor program revision ( 3-5 hours)

Reasons for Request (attach extra sheets if necessary)
Please see the attached sheet #2.

Spring

Effective Date of Proposed Change:

1988

Semester

Year

!~dgetary and Faculty Load Implications: (attach statements)
ight this change impinge in any significant way on student or departmental programs?
If yes, have you resolved these issues with department involved?

~'*~~-

Yes _ _

No_X_

S1gnature:_~-1------~-++-----------Department Chair

I

Approvals : Dean of Library Services _l(::::,,.,.,u1A42'.lol--""
~ ::......:./,J-=...:c;...,,:::._:.."'....:.~-'--__;_--'----------- Date: -'-l__,l/1--1-3__,~~[r_7_ __
Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
College Curricula Committee~--------,-----------(if necessary)
Date: f J-Jfl-'it 7
College or School FacultYJ/-J/-~:....ic:-=-__.!....:....-t,~.::...:..__ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

£7

College or School Dean-e,,,,.L;~~<l-tf:>----6-.P~~=-,><;:-------- Date://- ;?pFS Undergraduate Ac. Affair·s:sZ;:::"::;;!,~=.....:;.~~~~~~Ll,..c:====- Date: [ 2-7 ""8'
and;or FS Graduate Committee _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--"'~----Office of Graduate Studies _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
FS Curr*ia Committee

AV~/

'hovost

1- {Lee=~

,.I

W (lj;
4,,--

/2 .

i) /l0(

/ (,Qt¢..I· yz,--/ .

Faculty Senate _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
u~vel'Si_ty of New exico
- 29-
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Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Date:

6 -1
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,2/'bL/ /

Date:
r:8'
Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ __

PROPOSED
UNM-VC
Associate of Applied Science
REAL ESTATE
(65 credit hours )

309

Th is program is designed for students who plan t o enter th e field of
r e al estate as brokers, salespersons, appraisers, prop erty managers ,
f inance or title clerks. Courses included in t he pr ogram are approved
by the New Mexico Real Estate Commission to meet t he requirements to
take both t h e sales and brokers licensing exams .
Specific Requirements
1)

2)

3)

4)
5)
6)

7)

8)

A minimum of 65 credit hours of which 15 credit hour s must be
completed in residence at UNM- VC with a minimum GPA of 2 . 0 ove r all
and a minimum GPA of 2.0 in the Real Estate core .
Communication Skills (12 hours)
Engl 101
Writing with Readings in Exposition (3)
Engl 102
Analytic Writing (3)
Sp Corn 1301 Public Speaking (3)
Sp Corn 221
Interpersonal Communication (3 )
Behavioral/Social Sciences (10 hours)
Econ 200
Principles and Problems (3 )
Econ 201
Principles of Economics (3)
Psych 102 General Psychology II (3)
Psych 1041 General Psychology II Lab (1)
Math / Science (3 hours)
Math 12 0 Intermediate Algebra or above ( 3)
Computer Science Technology (3 hours)
CS 1 20T Intro to Microcomputers ( 3)
Business Core (15- 16 hour s)
Mgt 113 Management : An Introduction (3)
BE 205 Business Math / Ele ctronic Calculators (3)
Plus 9- 10 hours from the following:
Mgt 101 Fundamentals of Accounting I (3)
BT 103T Fundamentals of Accounting I Lab (1)
Mgt 233 Principles of Marketing Management (3)
Mgt 284 Selling : Reta i l and Industrial ( 3)
•BE :ms
Bui,i ness He. t h/ lH. e e e--r e,nic Caletr:1.--ator - '::3)BE 265
Business Communications ( 3)
Real Estate Core (22 hours)
MGT 270 Introduction to Real Estate (3)
RE 110T Real Estate Law (3)
RE 120T Real Estate Finance (3)
RE 130T Legal Documents and Closings (3 )
RE 140T Real Estate Appraisal (3)
RE 290T Real Estate Exam Preparation (1)
RE 295T Real Estate Practicum (3)
RE Elective (3)
No Basic Skills courses (eg., ENGL 010 or 100) may be accepted
toward the 6 credit hours required f or graduat ion .
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31.0
Attachment 112.

UNM- VC has been asked to develop an A. A. S. by a group of Valencia County Real
Estate owners in order to
l.
2.

enhance the quality of the local Real Estate i ndustry and
add to the professionalism of Real Estate personnel .

The development of such a degree is in keeping with a statewide [fort
to establish Real Estate programs at local communit y colleg sin
w M xico.

UNM FACULTY SENATE

SUBJECT:
Administrative Review Procedures

IIEOUESTEO ACTION:
Approval of revised procedures

BACK6ROUNO INFORHAT/ON:
On April 13, 1982, the Faculty Senate approved administrative

review procedures as recommended by the Ad Hoc Committee on
Evaluation.

The Senate Operations Committee recommends certain

revisions to reflect current titles of administrators and to
clarify the procedures .

- 2-
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(Approved by th

Senat

Aoril 13,

Faculty Senate Initiative
Administrative Review Process
1.

2.

The office and individual
performance of every UNM
administrator listed immediately
below should be evaluated every
five years. The person being
evaluated should have been in
office a minimum of three years.
Every person should be evaluated
at least once every five years:
President, vice presidents,
academic deans and all other
deans, directors and
associate vice presidents
who report directly to any
one of these administrators
(see university
organizational chart).
The evaluation procedures
recommended should be based upon
the assumption that an on-going
process of evaluation in the form
of annual reviews exists at the
University of New Mexico. If,
indeed, annual reviews have been
conducted, a substantial amount
of data should be available to
complement a five-year
sumrnulative evaluation. The
purpose of the five-year
evaluation should be:
a.
To determine the
effectiveness of the
administrator and the office
for which he/she is
responsible~ and
b.

3.

To make recommendations for
strengthening the
effectiveness of the
adminstrator and the office.

Every evaluation will be
initiated and coordinated by the
person to whom the administrator
being evaluated reports.
(For
example, the President of the
University reports to the
Regents, the vice presidents
report to the president, etc.)
Each administrator being
evaluated will submit a position
description and self-evaluation
of the position he/she occupi s.

82)

s
(Submitted by the Ad Hoc Commi
Evaluations)

e

on

The Ad Hoc Commit ee on Pv lua ion
appointed by the Faculty S nae to d velop
procedures for the evalu tion of c n ral
administrators makes the followin
recommendations for th con idera ion fo h
Faculty Seante, President Davi ,
oh r
in the central adminis ra ion o
University .
1.

The office nd ina·vidua1
performance of ev ry u
administra or list d imm ia 1y
below should b
_a
periodically.
evalua d should
a minimum of thr
d
person should b
rs:
once every fiv
Provo
Presid n
oc.
Pr onn
Academic
All oth rd ans,
c or
nd
r
associate vie presiden s
directly to any one of hradministrators (s
orq nizat·onal
chart in Faculty Handbook).

2.

The evaluation proc dur
recommended should b bas du n h
assumption that an on-goin
roe
of evaluation in the form of annual
reviews exists at th Universit of
New Mexico. If indeed annual
reviews have een conducted, a
substantial amount of ata sho ld
available to complem nt a five-y r
summulative evaluation. Th
urpos
of the five-year evalu tion should
he:
To determine thP ef c iv nes
a.
of the admini rator and h
office for which hP/she s
responsib1 ; and
b.

valuati n
On the basi of h
resul s o t in d, a
recommendation should
indicatin wh h
h
hou db
d
n
c ntinu

3~3
This pre-evaluation process
will occur during the period
that the committee is being
constituted and given its
evaluation charge by the
evaluation coordinator.
4.

5.

6,

All specific information and
assessments collected and used
in connection with these
evaluations and all committee
deliberations will be handled
on a strictly confidential
basis and not discussed outside
committee meetings. The
evaluation committee will
assume a degree of commitment
that assures the highest degree
of confidentiality.
Any decision made or action
taken as a result of these
evaluations should be done only
by the person or group to whom
the administrator being
evaluated reports. Such
decisions should be made,
however, only after appropriate
consultation with others
affected, including the members
of the evaluating committee,
and after full discussion with
the administrator whose
individual performance and
office have been evaluated .
(For example, only the
president is authorized to make
such decisions about the vice
presidents and only the vice
Presidents may make decisions
and take action about persons
reporting to them.) Once
administrative action has been
taken on a committee report,
the responsible administrator
will forward a summary of his
actions to the President of the
Faculty Senate. Depending upon
the final action taken by the
appropriate supervisor to whom
the person being evaluated
reports, a follow-up report in
certain areas of performance
may be required.
Each evaluation should be
designed and carried out in a
manner most appropriate for the

3.

Every evaluation should be initiated
and coordinated only by the person or
group in UNM or anization to whom the
administrator being evaluated
reports, in consultation with the
faculty and administrative
constituencies the administrator
serves or elected representatives
thereof.
(For example, the President
of the University reports to the
Regents, the Provost and Vice
Presidents report to the President,
etc.) Rach administrator bing
evaluated should be requested to
submit a self-evaluation of the
position he/she occupies as part of
the process.

4.

All specific information and
assessments collected and used in
connection with these evaluations and
all committee deliberations should b
handled on a strictly confidential
basis. It should be recognized that
under certain circumstances legaJ
action may be taken by an individual
that could result in a compromise of
the stated strict confidentiality.
The possibility of such action,
however, should not suggest deviation
from the overall commitment to
achieve the highest degree of
confidentiality possible.

5.

Any decision made or action taken as
a result of these evaluations should
be done only by the person or group
to whom the administrator being
evaluated reports. Such decisions
should be made, however, only after
appropriate consultation with others
affected, including the members of
the evaluating committee, and after
full discussion with the
administrator whose individual
performance and office have been
evaluated.
(For example, only the
President is authorized to make such
decisions about the Provost and the
vice Presidents and only the Provost
and the respective Vice Presidents
may make decisions and take action
about persons reporting to them.)
once administrative action has been
taken on a committee report, the
responsible administrator will
forward a summary of his actions to
the President of the Faculty Senate
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particular position being
evaluated. Since the various
positions and persons holding
them are so different,
theyshould not all be
subjected to a single
evaluation instrument. For
this reason, no specific
evaluation instrument is
recommended. However a
questionnaire or similar
instrument, which requires a
written response, is
recommended. In some cases,
detailed checklists related to
the duties and
responsibilities of the
office and person being
evaluated might be used; in
others, those responsible for
planning and carrying out a
particular evaluation may feel
that open-ended questions
would best suit the purpose.
In many situations interviews
or use of outside consultants
may be considered. In spite
of the need for flexibility,
all evaluations of UNM
administrators should be
guided by a few basic
principles, some of the more
important of which are listed
below:

W
-

,J

I.!.,..1\.1.._"h

a.

The person (and office)
being evaluated should be
made aware in advance
that the evaluation will
take place, what the
purposes are, and what
use will be made of its
results;

b.

The person (or group in
the case of the Regents
evaluating the President)
initiating and
coordinating the
evaluation should, in
consultation with the
President of the Faculty
Senate, assemble a
committee made up of
administrators and
faculty members to assist
with the evaluation .
Faculty members on
-1'""r s;- ·..t.d e A -rr
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Depending upon the final ction
taken by the appropriate su rviso r
to whom the person being evaluated
reports, a follow-up report in
certain areas of performance may b
required. Under no circumstanc
should any person or office bein
evaluated be considered immune fr om
further evaluation until he next
five year cycle occurs.
6.

This recommended process of formal
evaluation of administrators and the
offices for which they are
responsi le should b gin no later
than the early fall of 1982, and in
order to d monstrate that d efinit
progress is bein made, at 1 ast
four evaluations should be compl
d
during the 1982-83 academic y ar.

7.

Each evaluation should bed sign d
and carried out in a mann r most
appropriate for the particular
position being evalua d. Since the
various positions and persons
holding them are so differ nt, th y
should not all b subj ct d to a
single evaluation in trum nt. For
this reason, no specific valua ion
instrument is recommended by the Ad
Hoc Committee on Evaluation.
However, a questionnaire or similar
instrument, which requires a writt n
resoonse, is recomm nded. In some
cases, detailed checklists r lated
to the duties and responsibi ities
of the office and pe son beinq
evaluated might be used; in others,
those responsible for plannin and
carrying out a particular evaluation
may feel that open-en ed questions
would best suit the purpose. In
many situations interviews or us of
outside consultants may be
considered . In spite of th need
for flexibility, the Ad Hoc
committee stronqly uraes that all
evaluations of UNM administrators
should be gu·ded by a f w basic
principles, some of the more
important of which are listed below:
a.
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The person (and office) being
evaluated should be mad aw r
in advance tha th evaluation
will take place, what th
purposes are, and what us wil
be made of its results;

3 5
evaluation committees
should be chosen by
college faculties where
the administrator in
question is the college
dean, with the Senate
choosing two faculty from
outside the college. The
faculty members to be
designated by the Faculty
Senate will be determined
by voting from a list of
qualified and interested
faculty. Suggestions for
nominations should be
solicited from relevant
Senate Committees.
Representation should be
balanced in view of the
position being evaluated,
with a minimum faculty
representation of
one-third. The
administrators should be
selected by the person or
group r e sponsible for
setting up and carrying
out the evaluation. This
person should also select
the committee's
chairperson, who could be
either an administrator or
a faculty member. The
size of such a committee
should be chosen for
greatest efficiency (6-8
members) and its
composition will vary,
according to the position
being evaluated.
c.

The committee will 1)
collect relevant
information, 2) consider
the general performance of
the units reporting to the
administrator being
evaluated and 3) receive
input from selected
individuals and
constituent groups
(faculty/staff/student)
most directly affected
(see university
organizational chart).
All this information,
along with the committee's
recommendations, will be

b.

The
rson (or rouo
h c ~e
of the Re ens valu in
hP
Presid nt) ini
and
coordinatin t
val u ion
should , in con 111 a i o n with
Pr sident oft
Faculty s n t ,
assemble a committ
mad up o
admin'strators and facul y
ist with h
members to
evaluation.

y

memb rs
Faculty
appoint
faculty
regular S na
Repr sentation
in vi w o the
evalu te , wi
repres n t'on
administr t<1r.s
by h pe son or
re. ponsih P for S f
carryin o t
his person
the commit
could be

ho

information, solicit and give
consid ration of edback
received from s lect d
individua s nd consti u nt
groups most dir c ly affect d, *
and to mak all his informa ion,
along with its own
recommendations, av i
t th
person coordinating th
evaluation. Th size o such a
committee should for very
practical r a ons, er la ve y
small, and its compo itio will
vary, accor inq to th
beinq evaluat d.
c.

The gu stions to
are asked or
conn ction wi h
should b r at

hich
nd in
ion
1
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transmitted to the
evaluation coordinator for
subsequent action.
d.

e.

f.

g.

possible to the job functions
and responsibilities of the
particular administrative
postion under review.

The question to which
persons are asked to
respond in connection with
an evaluation should be
related as closely as
possible to the job
functions and
responsibilities of the
particular administrative
position under review.

d.

The written report
prepared by the
chairperson should include
a summary of the
individual's performance
and specific
recommendations for
improvement, as well as a
summary of the
effectiveness of the
office.
A five year schedule for
administrative reviews
will be constructed and
annually updated by the
Senate Operations
Committee in consultation
with the Faculty Senate
and President of the
University.The University
Secretary will expedite
the scheduling and
implementation of the
completed evaluations .
Evaluations of UNM
administrators should be
scheduled well in advance
and carried out at times
not directly connected
with an emergency or
crisis facing the persons
and offices being
evaluated .

8.

Evaluations of UNM administrators
should be scheduled well in advanc _
and carried out at times not directly
connected with an emergency or cr1 1s
facing the persons and offices bein
evaluated.

9.

In order to implement recommendations
Jl and t8 above, the following action
is recommended by the Ad Hoc
Committee:
a.

Category
Assoc Provost
Acad . Deans
Assoc V. P.
Persn ' l Deans
b.
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The written report prepared by
the chairperson should include a
summary of the individual's
performance and recommendations
for continuation in the office
or termination. If continuation
is recommended, suggestions for
improvement should also be
indicated if appropriat •
Written evidence of the
performance level should be
provided.

Beginning in August, 1982 and
continuing through the first
semester of the 1982-83 academic
year, one administrator in each
of the following four categories
should be evaluated. For
example, the four listed below
are recommended:
Person to
Administrator
Coordinat
Evaluated
Provost Hull
Joel Jones
Assoc Pr . Jons
Will. Huber
V.P. Perovich
Carroll Le
V.P. Johnson
Karen Glaser
As soon as feasible, some person
in the central administration,
perhaps the University
secretary, should be appointed
(1) to help expedite the
scheduling tha implementation of
the evaluations to be completed
during the 1982-83 year, and (2)
to keep recor s of evaluations
completed and re ated actions
taken during the next three
years .
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c.

Category
V.P.'s
Assoc. Provs
Deans
Persn'l Dir

Beginning either in January,
1983 or no later than August,
1983, and continuing into the
first semester of 1983-84, one
administrator listed in each of
the following four categories
should be evaluated, in
accordance with the guidelines
set forth in this report.
Person to
Administrator to
Coordinate
_E_v_a_l_u_a_t~e~~~~Marvin Johnson
UNM President
Provost Hull
Joseph Scaletti
Assc. Pr. Jones
Carmen Bliss
V.P. Perovich
Phillip Alarid

10. Finally, the Ad Hoc Committee
recommends that additional
evaluations of UNM administrtors be
scheduled and carried out as soon as
feasible, such scheduling to be
worked out cooperatively by the
University President or his/her
designee and appropriate
representatives of the Faculty
Senate. It is recommended that this
additional scheduling be completed by
December, 1982.

*
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As an example of the fiversity and large
number of constituent groups affected by
one administrative position at UNM, see
the attached list related to the office
of the President. The list for other
positions, would, of course, be different.

Evaluation of Administrators at ill M
drninistraco r
to be
Evaluated

31

Individuals and Constituent Groups To be
Considered and Possibly Involved inthe
Evaluation.
~ ~-

UNM Groups
.~esident of
.. he Uni ve rsT ty
Board of Regents
Since the Board is responsible for app o in ing
and terminating the employment of the Presi d cn ,
it is also res p onsible for ini tiating and coor d ina i ng
periodic evaluations of the President's perfo r mance.
Vice Presidents and Provos t
Deans and Directors
Faculty
Students
Administrative Staff Reporting Direc ly t o t e
President, including :
Director, Afiirrnati ve Action Programs
Director, Intercoll egiate Athletics
Director, Public Information
University Secretary
University Counsel
Groups Out side the Unive r sity
Governor of New Mexico
New Mexic~LegTslature
Boa rd of Educational Finance
Presidents of Ocher New Mex ic o Universities
Presidents oI Other Stat~Dniversicies in the Region
Fe d eral Government Officials
Public School Officials in New lexico , includu · ng
the State Superinten den ~ f Public Instruc ion
UNM Alumni Association
The News Media (Television, Radio, and I ewspapers)
Pare~oI UNM Students and Other Taxpayers in
New Mexico
Business and Industry, including the Greater
Albuquerque Chamber of Commer
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SUBJECT:
Membership for Faculty Senate Committees

REOUESTEO ACTION·
Clarify membership on Faculty Senate Conrrnittees as those voting faculty
who are full-time teaching faculty or department chairs.

BACKGROUND INFORtfA TION·
Recently several inquiries have been received regarding eligibility of
deans, associate deans and assistant deans for membership on Faculty
Senate Standing Committees. Since criteria for certain committees
specify that deans and other administrative officers will be ex-officio
members, the Senate Operations Committee believes it would be inappropriate
to consider deans (including associate deans and assistant deans) as faculty
eligible for committee membership .
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SUBJECl·

English Writing Proficiency Requirements
REOUESTEO ACTION:
Approval by Senate of revised policy statement.

BACK6ROUNO INFORl1ATION:
In its resolution on English writing proficiency, passed on
December 14, 1982, the Faculty Senate also charged the
Undergraduate Committee with responsibility for periodic review
of the policy. The resolution passed at that time was:
The students of all undergraduate degree granting programs
must demonstrate minimum competence in English writing by
passing English 102 or attaining a suitable score on an
authorized proficiency test, designed by each respective
program in consultation with the English Department, prior
to graduation. All undergraduate degree granting programs
~ust present evidence of a minimum standard of proficiency
in English writing for their students through the
respective deans (or equivalents) to the Undergraduate
Academic Affairs Committee. This policy shall be reviewed
every two years by the UAAC.
The Undergraduate Committee has reviewed the present policy and
P~actice. The Committee finds that there is a very wide range
0
requirements among the various colleges, schools and
~r~grams. The Undergraduate Committee believes that the
rtversity•s policy should be uniformly administered throughout
:t Programs. It has approved the attached proposed policy
an~teme~t. The statement has been endorsed by ~he Admi~sions
p Registration committee and the Deans' Council. It is now
resented to the Faculty Senate for enactment.
;tis Understood that enforcement of this policy will be the
A:~on~ibility of all academic units and.the.Office of
r lssions and Records. In particular, it will be the
~7SPonsibilty of the Office of Admissions and Records to work
tlth the Department of English in assessing the equivalency of
~~~nsfer courses. It is further understood that any ~tudents
19 Passed English 102 with a grade of c or better prior to
re 80 .are considered to have met this minimum proficiency
quirement.
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Policy on English Writing Proficiency
Minimum proficiency in English writing, as required for
baccalaureate degrees by action of the Faculty Senate,
December 14, 1982, shall be demonstrated by:
1.

Passing English 102 at UNM with a grade of
higher.

c- or

or
2.

Transferring acceptable credit from a regionally
accredited institution for a second-semester English
writing course equivalent to English 102.
or

3.

Scoring sufficiently high on the verbal part of
accepted entrance examinations (25 ACT, 570 SAT ) .
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